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In this animated musical, a girl builds a rocket ship and blasts off, hoping 
to meet a mythical moon goddess.



THE MAKING OF OVER 
THE MOON



BRINGING OVER THE MOON 
TO THE SCREEN 

What do "The Little Mermaid," "Beauty and the Beast," "Treasure Planet," 
and "Tangled" all have in common? That would be Glen Keane, a veteran 
animator who studied under the tutelage of Disney's "Nine Old Men"... 
Producers Melissa Cobb ("Kung Fu Panda") and Peilin Chou ("Abominable") 
started courting Keane for the project after seeing him give a speech at the 
Annecy International Animation Film Festival in the summer of 2017. He was 
immediately on board after reading the screenplay written by the late Audrey 
Wells ("The Hate U Give"). To Keane, the main character of Fei Fei (voiced 
by Cathy Ang) had "that spark that I saw [when it came to] believing the 
impossible is possible," the filmmaker tells SYFY WIRE. "Of a mermaid 
thinking she can walk on land and somebody could look inside of a beast 
and see something to love. I connected with that and I knew this character. 
This is the first time I’m directing a film, but I still approached it very much 
the same way I have everything I’ve done in my career, from the inside out 
of the main character." 

Set in modern-day China, "Over the Moon is," at its core, the story of a 
young girl coming to terms with the premature death of her mother (Ruthie 
Ann Miles). When her father (John Cho) starts dating a new woman, Mrs. 
Zhong (Sandra Oh), Fei Fei plans to remind him of eternal love by finding 
proof of the moon goddess, Chang'e (Phillipa Soo).



The heroine builds her own rocket ship and blasts off for Earth's lunar 
satellite with her pet rabbit and an unexpected stowaway: Mrs. Zhong's 
hyper-active son, Chin (Robert G Chiu). From there, the film is basically 
"Up" meets "Coco" as Fei Fei and Chin are beamed up to the mystical 
world of Lunaria. But before he could indulge in the more fantastical side of 
the story, Keane had to create a firm eyeline through their main character.

"We were gonna go through the film through her. It was seeing that moment 
where a realization happens," the director says when asked about his 
favorite scenes. "Fei Fei sees her dad touch Mrs. Zhong’s hand and you cut 
to a close-up of Fei Fei’s face and her eyes just get wider and her eyebrows 
[go up]. There’s no dialogue and it’s not that long of a shot, but everything 
that we built into the design of Fei Fei’s face, so that she could 
communicate it, was working so powerfully and it’s the most subtle little 
shot."... Believe it or not, there was no music in Wells' original screenplay; 
the idea to bring original compositions into the mix came from Keane 
himself. "You get to a point where the character has to communicate a 
struggle on the inside of some sort. And music launches the movie forward 
and it leaps forward with musical moments," he says.



"Music is such a powerful way in the back door of somebody’s mind. It tells 
you, emotionally, how to feel without telling you [outright]," the director 
explains. "It’s the water levels lifted up emotionally and you find yourself 
feeling the way you’re supposed to feel. With [composer] Steven Price we 
had that in the score. He was so in touch with the art of Fei Fei’s journey 
and every character in there. But when you’re reading a script, it was not 
[originally] written as a musical. It was [just] an adventure/journey — Fei 
Fei’s journey of feeling." Using Peilin Chou's Broadway connections, the 
production tapped Christopher Curtis, Marjorie Duffield, and Helen Park to 
write original cues for "Over the Moon." The result is a collection of songs 
that fall within different genres. For example, "Rocket to the Moon" (sung 
by Fei Fei) is on the more traditional side of the spectrum, while 
"Ultraluminary" (sung by Chang'e) is more in line with pop diva hits of, say, 
Britney Spears or Ariana Grande.

"Deep, deep emotion is where we were going to take the audience, so we 
found this team of Chris Curtis and Marjorie Duffield. They had such a 
great sensitivity and fun and storytelling in their music," Keane adds. "And 
then [with] Helen Park, we had found as somebody who had done this 
musical K-Pop, which had this wonderful, new edge and it had an Asian 
influence and a fun [aspect] to it. The two of [these parties] together, those 
two teams, brought something wonderful and unexpected out of it."



Capturing Chinese culture in an accurate and respectful manner was also of 
the utmost importance to Keane. Heading to China with his production 
designer, Celine Desrumaux ("The Little Prince"), the director studied the 
nation's architecture, food, and cultural appreciation for the moon. The latter 
involves the baking of mooncakes and in the context of the film, Fei Fei and 
her father run a popular shop dedicated to the special pastry. "One of the 
first things on any project I work on is [that] I immerse myself into that world. 
It’s particularly good if the thing that you’re doing is something you don’t 
know anything about. It’s kind of counter-intuitive, but the fact is: if you got it, 
lean into it and you learn and you discover," Keane says. "Then you are 
creating from the point of discovery and that is [like] an Evangelist with fire 
in their eyes [or] my granddaughter comes running in from outside and she 
said, ‘[takes deep breath] you should see the lizard! It’s blue and it’s green 
and…’ she’s just exploding. I wanna be that, that’s the person I wanna be in 
talking about China."

When it came to architecture, Desrumaux was particularly fascinated by the 
water town of Wuzhen. "That became our model for Over the Moon," Keane 
continues. "[Celine] said, ‘Glen! Look at the white walls!’ I said, ‘Yeah…
they’re white.’ [And she said], ‘No, no — they are not white. Look at all the 
colors: the purple and the blue and green.’ She’s talking about the colors in 
a white wall and that kind of joy… when we embedded her in Vancouver at 



at ImageWorks, she said to her team, ‘The first thing we are going to do is 
paint a white wall.’ And they said, ‘Ok, what do we do the next day?’ [And 
she said] ‘No, no, this is going to take at least a month.’ They learned the 
subtleties of all that." The final piece of the puzzle (at least for the Earth-
bound scenes) was enjoying dinner with Chinese families:

"I learned how important food was," Keane says. "And then there’s the 
contrast of the tradition and the technology. It was just this breathtaking 
expanse of tradition and modernity that was gonna be in this. And so, there 
was this wonderful discovery of that culture that was absolutely a thrill to 
communicate. The world of a Chinese family is so [heavily centered] around 
the dinner table and experiencing that, I knew this was going to be the 
tentpoles of our movie. That Fei Fei is in conflict with everybody at her 
dinner table at the beginning and in the end, nobody changes, except now 
she’s in harmony because she’s changed. That was very clear." 

Once the story blasted off for Lunaria, however, all rules went out the 
window. Winged lions, motorcycle-riding space chickens, and an annoying, 
dog-like exile named Gobi (Ken Jeong) were all created for this vibrantly 
colorful society on the moon. To truly highlight the otherworldly nature of his 
outer space setting, Keane referenced a cinematic classic and the artwork of 
a famous rock album. 



"Entertainment is all about surprise [and] the unexpected. The Wizard of Oz 
did it from a black and white film, going to Technicolor in Oz. Well, we’re not 
gonna do that [because] we are in color, but what’s the equivalent of that?" 
Keane says. "As we were looking at Wuzhen, everything was reflected light 
— the beautiful patterns. We worked so hard at the authenticity of that real 
world. But then I saw that album cover from Pink Floyd, Dark Side of the 
Moon of the prism and the white light exploding into colors. I gave that to 
Celine and he started to think about Lunaria as source light; everything was 
born from a goddesses’ tears."

He adds: "I’ll never forget the first time Celine showed me a shot of Fei Fei 
standing with the background of Lunaria [with] the colors and floating 
buildings. I’d never seen anything like it and was literally laughing and 
crying at the same time. This movie was gonna work. She had taken me to 
Oz." (syfy.com)



FACTS ABOUT THE MOON

1) The Moon is a dusty ball of rock, measuring 3,476km in diameter – that’s 
roughly a quarter of the size of Earth.

2) Its surface is home to mountains, huge craters and flat planes called ‘seas’ 
made of hardened lava.

3) The Moon is Earth’s only natural satellite – a celestial body that orbits a 
planet. Its orbit around our planet is shaped like a slightly squashed circle 
known as an ellipse.

4) It takes 27.3 days for the Moon to travel all the way around the Earth and 
complete its orbit.

5) Although the Moon shines bright in the night sky, it doesn’t produce its own 
light. We see the Moon because it reflects light from the Sun.

6) Ever noticed how the Moon appears to change shape each night? That’s 
because as the Moon orbits the Earth, the Sun lights up different parts of its 
surface – so it’s just our view of the Moon that’s changing, not the Moon itself.

7) As the Moon travels, it rotates on its own axis, just like our planet. It takes 
roughly the same amount of time for the Moon to make a full rotation as it does 
for it to complete its orbit. This means we only ever see around 60% of the 
Moon’s surface from Earth! The part that faces Earth is known as the ‘near 
side’ and the other, the ‘far side’.



8) The temperature on the Moon varies from super hot to super cold! When the 
Sun hits its surface, temperatures can reach a scorching 127°C. But when the 
Sun ‘goes down’, temperatures can plummet to around -153°C. Brr…

9) Like Earth, the Moon has gravity (the force that pulls things towards the 
ground). But the Moon’s gravity is weaker, only one sixth of the Earth’s gravity, 
in fact. That means you’d weigh much less if  you were to stand on the Moon!

10) Scientists aren’t entirely sure how the Moon formed. A popular theory is that 
a Mars-sized rock, named Theia, crashed into Earth around 4.5 billion years 
ago. The debris from the collision clumped together to make what is now… Our 
Moon!



• Stretching 3,100 miles (5,000 kilometers) from east to west and 3,400 miles 
(5,500 kilometers) from north to south, China is a large country with widely 
varying landscapes

• Stretching 3,100 miles (5,000 kilometers) from east to west and 3,400 miles 
(5,500 kilometers) from north to south, China is a large country with widely 
varying landscapes. Its territory includes mountains, high plateaus, sandy 
deserts, and dense forests.

• One-third of China's land area is made up of mountains. The tallest 
mountain on Earth, Mount Everest, sits on the border between China and 
Nepal.

• China has thousands of rivers. The Yangtze and the Yellow Rivers are the 
most important. At 3,915 miles (6,300 kilometers) long, the Yangtze is the 
world's third largest river.

• With a population of 1.3 billion, China has more people than any other 
country on Earth. About a third of the population lives in cities. The rest of 
the people live in the country.

LEARN ABOUT CHINA



• Arts and crafts have a long history in China. Thousands of years ago 
the Chinese were some of the first people to use silk, jade, bronze, 
wood, and paper to make art. The artistic writing called calligraphy was 
invented in China.

• Much of China's modern beliefs and philosophies are based on the 
teachings of a government official who lived nearly 3,000 years ago. 
Kongfuzi, also known as Confucius, taught people the value of such 
things as morality, kindness, and education.

• Ancient China was a land of invention. For centuries, China was way 
ahead of most other countries in science and technology, astronomy, 
and math. The Chinese invented paper, the magnetic compass, 
printing, porcelain, silk, and gunpowder, among other things.
(kids.nationalgeographic.com)

Map of China

Chinese Flag



FACTS ABOUT CHINA

OFFICIAL NAME: People's Republic of China

FORM OF GOVERNMENT: Communist state

CAPITAL: Beijing (Peking)

POPULATION: 1,384,688,986

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES: Standard Chinese, Mandarin 

MONEY: Yuan (or renminbi)

AREA: 3,705,405 square miles (9,596,960 square kilometers) 

MAJOR MOUNTAIN RANGES: Himalaya

MAJOR RIVERS: Yangtze, Yellow 

(kids.nationalgeographic.com)



The word "rocket" can mean different things. Most people think of a tall, thin, 
round vehicle. They think of a rocket that launches into space. "Rocket" can 
mean a type of engine. The word also can mean a vehicle that uses that 
engine.

How Does a Rocket Engine Work?
Like most engines, rockets burn fuel. Most rocket engines turn the fuel into hot 
gas. The engine pushes the gas out its back. The gas makes the rocket move 
forward.

A rocket is different from a jet engine. A jet engine needs air to work. A rocket 
engine doesn't need air. It carries with it everything it needs. A rocket engine 
works in space, where there is no air.

There are two main types of rocket engines. Some rockets use liquid fuel. The 
main engines on the space shuttle orbiter use liquid fuel. The Russian Soyuz 
uses liquid fuels. Other rockets use solid fuels. On the side of the space 
shuttle are two white solid rocket boosters. They use solid fuels. Fireworks 
and model rockets also fly using solid fuels.

ABOUT ROCKETS



Why Does a Rocket Work?
In space, an engine has nothing to push against. So how do rockets move 
there? Rockets work by a scientific rule called Newton's third law of motion. 
English scientist Sir Isaac Newton listed three Laws of Motion. He did this 
more than 300 years ago. His third law says that for every action, there is an 
equal and opposite reaction. The rocket pushes on its exhaust. The exhaust 
pushes the rocket, too. The rocket pushes the exhaust backward. The 
exhaust makes the rocket move forward.

This rule can be seen on Earth. Imagine a person standing on a skateboard. 
Imagine that person throwing a bowling ball. The ball will go forward. The 
person on the skateboard will move, too. The person will move backward. 
Because the person is heavier, the bowling ball will move farther.

When Were Rockets Invented?
The first rockets we know about were used in China in the 1200s. These 
solid rockets were used for fireworks. Armies also used them in wars. In the 
next 700 years, people made bigger and better solid rockets. Many of these 
were used for wars too. In 1969, the United States launched the first men to 
land on the moon using a Saturn V rocket.

How Does NASA Use Rockets?
Early NASA missions used rockets built by the military. Alan Shepard was 
the first American in space. He flew on the U.S. Army's Redstone rocket. 
John Glenn was the first American in orbit. He flew on an Atlas rocket. 
NASA's Gemini missions used the Titan II rocket. The first rockets NASA 
built to launch astronauts were the Saturn I, the Saturn IB and the Saturn V. 
These rockets were used for the Apollo missions. The Apollo missions sent 
men to the moon. A Saturn V also launched the Skylab space station. The 
space shuttle uses rocket engines.

NASA uses rockets to launch satellites. It also uses rockets to send probes 
to other worlds. These rockets include the Atlas V, the Delta II, the Pegasus 
and Taurus. NASA uses smaller "sounding rockets" for scientific research. 
These rockets go up and come back down. They do not fly into orbit. 
(nasa.gov)



Character Bioss

Fei Fei
Fei Fei is a young girl who builds a rocket in order to 
go to the moon to find the moon goddess Chang'e.

Chin
Chin is the son of Mrs. Zhong who wants Fei Fei 
to become his step-sister.

Chang'e
Chang'e is the legendary Moon Goddess who Fei Fei's 
mother used to tell her stories about as she grew up. 



Gobi
Gobi is a banished Lunarian. He is later found by Fei 
Fei and befriends her.

Ba Ba
Ba Ba is Fei Fei's father. 

Mother
Fei Fei's mother.



Auntie Ling
Auntie Ling is Fei Fei's aunt.

Mrs. Zhong
Mrs. Zhong is in a relationship with Fei 
Fei's father. She is the mother of Chin.



MEET DIRECTOR GLEN KEANE 

A 38-year veteran of Walt Disney Feature 
Animation, Glen Keane trained under Walt 
Disney’s "Nine Old Men." Keane went on to 
create many beloved Disney characters 
such as Ariel ("The Little Mermaid," 1989), 
Beast ("Beauty and the Beast," 1991), 
Aladdin ("Aladdin," 1992), Tarzan® 
("Tarzan," 1999), and Rapunzel ("Tangled," 
2010). In 2012, Keane retired from Disney to 
begin Glen Keane Productions as a way to 
further his artistic explorations in animation, 
design, and film. He has since gone on to 
collaborate with Google, the Paris Ballet, 
and Kobe Bryant. He recently won an 
Academy Award® for his animated film 
"Dear Basketball" (2017), which he animated 
and directed in collaboration with legends 
Kobe Bryant and John Williams. His feature 
directorial debut "Over the Moon" (2020) 
was recently released on Netflix. 
(waltdisney.org)



John has focused on animation for his entire 
professional career, beginning at Blue Sky Studios 
in New York in 1990. Kahrs moved to California in 
1997 to join Pixar, where he worked as an 
animator on films including "A Bug’s Life," "The 
Incredibles" and "Monsters, Inc." In 2007 John 
relocated to Southern California and became part 
of the revitalization of Disney Feature Animation. 
At Disney John transitioned to a leadership role, 
working as animation director on Tangled. Kahrs 
went on to direct "Paperman," using a ground-
breaking hybrid technique that merged the best of 
2D and 3D animation. The short went on to win the 
2013 Academy Award for Animated Short Film – 
the first time the studio had won the award for Best 
Animated Short Film since 1969. More recently, his 
beautiful film "June" for ride-share company Lyft 
was met with wide acclaim and has over 7.5 million 
views on YouTube. Having worked on many of the 
world’s most successful animated films during his 
time at Pixar and Disney, Kahrs is now expanding 
his reach into the world of commercial branded 
content, applying his industry expertise and 
creative insight to work with exciting agencies and 
brands. (nottoscale.tv) Most recently he co-
directed the film "Over the Moon" (2020) and was 
the supervising director for 12 episodes on the 
series, "Trash Truck" (2020).

MEET CO-DIRECTOR JOHN KAHRS



Audrey Ann Lederer was born in San Francisco on Jan. 25, 1960, and 
grew up in Sausalito, Calif. Her parents, Dr. Wolfgang Lederer, a 
psychiatrist from Austria, and Alexandra Botwin Lederer, a 
psychologist from Romania, met in the United States after fleeing 
Europe around World War II. Growing up in an academic home, 
where her parents spoke French to each other, Ms. Wells developed a 
worldliness and a love of learning that would take her from Paris to 
Alaska to Hollywood. She got her undergraduate degree at the 
University of California, Berkeley, and initially pursued an interest in 
radio, working as a D.J. at a jazz station in the San Francisco area, 
her husband said. She also set up public radio stations in remote 
locations in Alaska, he said, and lived in Paris for a time. She 
eventually turned to film and earned a master’s of fine arts from the 
University of California, Los Angeles. Ms. Wells taught her daughter, 
Tatiana, now 17, the value of both unruly joyfulness and hard work, 
Ms. Jacobson said. Throughout her film career, Ms. Wells told stories 
of people whose voices...Throughout her film career, Ms. Wells told 
stories of people whose voices were underrepresented, particularly 
women, and often developed female characters who were as complex 
as they were strong.

“She was such an incredible feminist voice — long before it was 
fashionable,” said Nina Jacobson, a friend who founded the 
production company Color Force, which was behind movies like 
“Crazy Rich Asians” and “The Hunger Games.” In 1999, Ms. Wells’s 
screenwriting was recognized by the Sundance Film Festival for 
“Guinevere,” about an impressionable young woman who grows up 
under the sexual and intellectual guidance of an older man. She also 
wrote and directed “Under the Tuscan Sun,” the 2003 movie based on 
the book by Frances Mayes, about a recently divorced woman who 
starts over in Italy. Even while making a seemingly feel-good movie, 
Ms. Wells infused it with her values, Ms. Jacobson said. “A woman 
can feel destroyed by the end of a relationship, feel lost and then go 
and build a life for herself, which Audrey did,” said Ms. Jacobson, who 
also noted that “Under the Tuscan Sun” included a lesbian 
relationship before such story lines were mainstream. Ms. Wells also 
contributed to films like “Chocolat,” “The Princess Diaries” and 
“George of the Jungle,” Ms. Jacobson said. Among her most recent 
work was “Over the Moon,” an animated film about a girl who builds a 
rocket ship to search for a mythical moon goddess. It is scheduled to 
be released on Netflix.“What Audrey’s work was doing was expanding 
the depth and complexity of the female characters,” Ms. Jacobson 
said, adding that “she gave them the opportunity to be as dimensional 
as white guys get to be all the time.” Wells passed away from cancer 
in October of 2018. (nytimes.com)

ABOUT SCREENWRITER 
AUDREY WELLS



CLARA CHAN is a CG Supervisor who has 
contributed to "Hotel Transylvania 3," "The Emoji 
Movie," and "Storks." Previously Chan served as a 
senior technical director at Imageworks. Her credits 
include: "Hotel Ttransylvania 2," "The Amazing 
Spider-Man 2," "Oz: The Great and Powerful," "The 
Amazing Spider-Man," "Hotel Transylvania," "Cats 
& Dogs 2," "G-Force," Beowulf," "Monster House," 
"Polar Express," Early Bloomer," and "Stuart Little 
2." Earlier in her career, Chan worked as a software 
engineer at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab. Chan 
earned a B.S. in computer science from Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute and a master’s degree in 
visualization sciences from Texas A & M University. 
(imageworks.com)

MEET CG SUPERVISOR CLARA CHAN

EDIE ICHIOKA, ACE has edited television series 
and feature films including "Toy Story 2,"""The 
BoxTrolls,"Wonder Park,"' and "The Take." She 
directed and edited the feature length 
documentary, "Murch," which is a distillation 
Walter Murch’s teachings when she was an 
assistant on "The English Patient," "Godfather 3," 
and the "Godfather""trilogy. (vcmedia.org)

MEET EDITOR EDIE ICHIOKA



O'Hara can be seen on the Canadian television comedy series “Schitt's Creek” (2015). 
Her work in the series earned two Canadian Screen Awards for Best Lead Actress (2016 
and 2017). This year, O’Hara won the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy 
Series for her role on “Schitt's Creek” (2020). 

Cathy Ang- Fei Fei (voice) 
Cathy Ang is a Chinese-Filipina actress and singer based in 
New York City. She will be playing Fei Fei in Netflix’s upcoming 
animated movie-musical Over the Moon! (She is very very 
excited for this.) Cathy was most recently seen in "Maybe 
Happy Ending" as Claire at Alliance Theatre. She was also a 
Forest of Arden company member in Michael Arden’s 
American Dream Study. Other credits include: KPOP (Ars 
Nova), The Undesirables (Eugene O’Neill), Riot Antigone (La 
MaMa), We Are the Tigers (Theatre 80), and Madam Pascal 
and Toe Pick (Dixon Place). TV/Film: “Ramy,” “I-RIS,” “Before 
the Flood,” “Cleanup Hitter.” Voiceover: Age of Sail (Google). 
Cathy graduated from NYU Steinhardt in 2017. (cathyang.com)

Phillipa Soo- Chang'e (voice)
Phillipa Soo is best known for originating the role of Eliza 
Schuyler Hamilton in Broadway's critically acclaimed show 
"Hamilton," which she joined shortly after its inception. The role 
garnered her the Lucille Lortel Award in 2015 for Lead Actress 
in a Musical during the show's off-Broadway sold-out run at 
The Public Theater as well as earning her a 2016 Tony award 
nomination. Soo made her feature film debut in Fabien 
Constant's "Here and Now" opposite Sarah Jessica Parker and 
will next be seen in the Selena Gomez-produced "Broken 
Hearts Gallery" opposite Geraldine Viswanathan. She also 
voiced the lead roles in two upcoming animated features, 
Netflix's "Over the Moon" and Disney's "The One and Only 
Ivan." On the small screen, she recently wrapped a series 
regular role in Conan O'Brien's "Gumshoe" for HBO Max. She 
was previously a series regular on the CBS show, "The Code." 
Other TV credits include NBC's "Smash." In 2018, she co-
starred on Broadway opposite Uma Thurman in the play "The 
Parisian Woman," and in 2017, Soo played the title role in the 
Broadway musical "Amelie," based on the Academy-Award 
winning 2001 French film, "Amelie." Soo also originated the 
role of "Natasha Rostova" in the 2012 Ars Nova production of 
Dave Malloy's "Natasha, Pierre & The Great Comet of 1812." 
She is a graduate of the Julliard School Drama Division (Group 
41).  (allamericanspeakers.com)

VOICE ACTOR BIOGRAPHIES



Sandra Oh- Mrs. Zhong (voice)
Sandra Miju Oh (born July 20, 1971 in Nepean, Ontario, Canada) 
is the daughter of middle-class Korean immigrant parents. Her 
father, Oh Junsu, was a businessman and her mother, Jeon 
Young-nam, was a biochemist. She is known for her role as 
Cristina Yang on the medical drama series Grey’s Anatomy, set in 
the United States, which she played from 2005 to 2014. She also 
had a supporting role on the drama series Arliss. In October 2014, 
she teamed up with Canadian director Ann Marie Fleming to 
collaborate on an animated feature film titled Window Horses. She 
also appeared in the comedy film Tammy (2014), playing the wife 
of Kathy Bates. In 2015, she starred on the Refinery29 comedy 
web series Shitty Boyfriends and did the comedy film Catfight 
(2016) in New York City. In 2018, Oh began starring as British 
intelligence agent Eve Polastri in the murder-mystery series Killing 
Eve. 

Ruthie Ann Miles- Mother (voice)
Ruthie Ann hails from Kaimuki in Honolulu, Hawai'i, and moved to 
NYC for grad school in 2005. Lately she has been playing around 
cross-country with the LA Philharmonic (Hollywood Bowl) and 
Boston Pops in Sondheim On Sondheim. She has also been 
singing with the NY Pops, San Francisco Symphony, and the 
Incheon Philharmonic Orchestra (S. Korea.) Most recently 
RuthieAnn will star in Chess at the Kennedy Center in 
Washington, D.C. as Svetlana, singing the beloved musical 
classics  "Someone Else's Story" and "I Know Him So Well." 
RuthieAnn last played on Broadway in Sunday In The Park With 
George starring Jake Gyllenhaal and AnnaLeigh Ashford at the 
reopening of the historic Hudson Theatre - the oldest, and now 
newest, Broadway theatre house!  RuthieAnn played "Lady 
Thiang"  in the Tony Award winning revival of The King and I, for 
which she was won the 2015 Tony Award for "Best Actress in a 
Featured Role in a Musical." Ruthie Ann is also known for 
originating the role of Imelda Marcos in Alex Timber's critically 
acclaimed show Here Lies Love - written by David Byrne w/DJ Fat 
Boy Slim, for which she received two prestigious awards, the 
Lucille Lortel Award and the Theatre World Award. Other favorite 
productions include Avenue Q, Band Geeks, Two By Two, and 
the National tours of both Annie and Sweeney Todd (as Adolfo 
Pirelli - playing the accordion, flute and piano onstage.) She 
received her Masters in Music Performance from NYU Steinhardt. 
RuthieAnn lives in Brooklyn with her husband and their mischief-
making little lady. She thanks her husband, family and close 
friends for their love and encouragement; teacher Dr. Gill for his 
endless support and for being the most resonant cheerleader; and 
very special thanks to her mother for her guidance and sacrifice. 
She thanks and praises God for His providence and grace. The 
role of Lady Thiang is dedicated to the memory of her 
grandmother, Wang HeeSook, the strongest, most faithful woman 
the family ever knew. (ruthieannmiles.com)



John Cho- Father (voice)
John Cho is one of our most dynamic actors, continuing to 
deliver compelling performances in both film and television. He 
can currently be seen in Aneesh Chaganty’s award-winning 
“Searching” – a tense, emotional thriller told exclusively 
through a computer screen. Last year, Cho earned rave 
reviews for his performance in Kogonada’s “Columbus” 
opposite Haley Lu Richardson and will next be seen in “The 
Oath” from Ike Barinholtz and “The Grudge” opposite Demian 
Bichir and Andrea Riseborough. Cho is currently in production 
on the multi-generational drama “Tiger Tail” from Alan Yang 
for Netflix, starring opposite Tzi Ma and Christine Yo. 
(sdfilmfest.com)

Ken Jeong- Gobi (voice)
Actor, producer and writer Ken Jeong, known for his scene 
stealing abilities, has established himself as one of today’s top 
comedic stars. In May of 2009, Jeong appeared as the Asian-
mobster “Mr. Chow” in the sleeper-hit comedy The Hangover 
also starring Bradley Cooper, Ed Helms and Zach Galifianakis, 
which earned Jeong an MTV Movie Award in 2010, and in 
which the film itself won The Golden Globe for Best Comedy/
Musical and Critics’ Choice Award for Best Comedy in 2010. 
The film was the highest-grossing R-rated comedy to date, 
with over $467 million worldwide, only to be trumped by The 
Hangover Part II, which grossed $581 million worldwide. Since 
his feature film debut playing the doctor in Knocked Up in 
2007, Jeong has gone on to star in a number of memorable 
roles in a series of successful comedies. In 2008, Jeong had 
his first major role opposite Paul Rudd and Seann William 
Scott as the villainous “King Argotron” in David Wain’s Role 
Models. That same year he also appeared in the cult comedy 
hits Pineapple Express and Step Brothers. Jeong’s career 
path started off on a different course. He earned his 
undergraduate degree at Duke University and went on to get 
his medical degree at the University of North Carolina. Jeong 
completed his Internal Medicine residency in New Orleans all 
the while developing his comedy. In 1995, Jeong won the Big 
Easy Laff Off. The competition, which was judged by former 
NBC President Brandon Tartikoff and Improv founder Budd 
Friedman, turned out to be his big break as Tartikoff and 
Friedman urged Jeong to head to Los Angeles. Once in Los 
Angeles, he began performing regularly at the Improv and 
Laugh Factory, and was seen on a number of television shows 
including The Office, Entourage, and Curb Your Enthursiasm. 
It wasn’t until he caught Judd Apatow’s eye,



who cast him as “Dr. Kuni” in Knocked Up, that he solidified 
himself as a feature film actor. In 2011, Jeong reprised his 
role of Mr. Chow in the summer blockbuster, The Hangover 
Part II. Following up on the success of The Hangover, the 
much anticipated sequel surpassed expectations in every 
way, already grossing almost 600 million dollars and beating 
The Hangover, while setting box office records for R-rated 
films. He was then seen in The Hangover Part III, which 
showcased his meatiest performance to date. The film went 
on to gross almost 400 million worldwide. Other film credits 
for Jeong include Transformers 3, Pain & Gain, Despicable 
Me 2, Turbo, The Duff and Ride Along 2...Crazy Rich Asians, 
Goosebumps 2, Elsewhere, Departures, Saving Zoe and 
Wonder Park. In television, Jeong was mostly recently seen 
starring on ABC’s Dr. Ken, which he was the creator, writer, 
and Executive Producer. He also was a series regular on the 
critically acclaimed NBC show Community from 2009-2015, 
which won the Critics’ Choice Award for Best Comedy Series 
in 2012. In 2015, Jeong directed an ESPN 30 for 30 
documentary Student Athlete, and he also starred in and 
produced the Sundance award-winning film Advantageous, 
which received a Independent Spirit Award 
nomination...Jeong dedicates his spare time to volunteering 
with Stand Up 2 Cancer, which is a cause very dear to his 
heart. He currently resides in Los Angeles with his wife and 
twin daughters. (riverwind.com)

Margaret Cho- Auntie Ling / Gretch (voice)
Margaret was born and raised in San Francisco, an 
experience that she can say with all sincerity helped to 
shape her world-view...Right as she was starting her stand-
up career at age 14, Margaret won a comedy contest to 
open for Jerry Seinfeld in the early ’90s. She soon moved to 
Los Angeles and, still in her twenties, hit the college circuit, 
where she became the most booked act in the market and 
garnered a nomination for “Campus Comedian of The Year.” 
She performed over 300 concerts within two years. Arsenio 
Hall introduced her to late night audiences, Bob Hope put 
her on a prime time special and, seemingly overnight, 
Margaret Cho became a household name. Her 
groundbreaking, controversial ABC sitcom, "All-American 
Girl "(1994) soon followed...In 1999, her groundbreaking Off-
Broadway one-woman show, "I’m The One That I Want," 
toured to national acclaim and was made into both a best-
selling



 book and feature film of the same name...In 2001, Margaret 
launched "Notorious C.H.O.," a smash-hit 37-city national tour 
that culminated in a sold-out concert at Carnegie Hall. 
Notorious C.H.O., hailed by the New York Times as 
“Brilliant,” was released as a feature film and aired on 
Showtime. In March of 2003, Margaret embarked on her third 
sold-out national tour, Revolution. It was heralded by the 
Chicago Sun Times as “Her strongest show yet” and the CD 
recording was nominated for a Grammy for Comedy Album of 
the Year. In 2005 she released Assassin, with The Chicago 
Tribune stating “(Assassin) packs passion in to each punch.” 
In 2007, Margaret hit the road with Cyndi Lauper, Debbie 
Harry and Erasure to host the True Colors tour, benefiting the 
Human Rights Campaign. An entertainment pioneer, she also 
created and starred in "The Sensuous Woman," a live variety 
show featuring vaudevillian burlesque and comedy, which 
she took for an extended Off-Broadway run. Margaret 
returned to television in 2008 with the VH1 series, "The Cho 
Show"...

In 2009, Margaret nabbed a starring role in the comedy/
drama series "Drop Dead Diva," which aired for six seasons 
on Lifetime... Never one to shy away from a challenge, 
Margaret participated in Season 11 of "Dancing with the 
Stars" in 2010.  2010 culminated with another high honor, a 
second Grammy Award nomination for Comedy Album of the 
Year for "Cho Dependent," her incredibly funny music album. 
In 2011, Margaret released the live concert film of "Cho 
Dependent," which also had its cable network debut on 
Showtime...In 2012, Margaret spent whatever free time she 
had crafting her all new stand-up show, the uproarious 
"Mother," which kicked off with both a US and European 
tour..Margaret’s creative side moved full speed ahead with an 
Emmy nomination for Outstanding Guest Actress on 30 
Rock,where she played Kim Jong II. 2015 also brought 
Margaret back to the stand-up stage with "Psycho." Called 
“wildly kinetic” by the New York Times...

The five-time Grammy and Emmy nominee released her 
second studio album, "American Myth," earning her another 
Grammy nomination for Best Comedy Album. In 2017, Rolling 
Stone magazine named her one of the 50 Best Stand-Up 
Comics...Her 2018 Fresh off the Bloat tour is still going, even 
if Covid shuttered it down in 2020...She kicked off ’19 as the 
Poodle on the first Season of the wildly successful show "The 
Masked Singer" on FOX, appeared in a 2019 episode of Law 
&Order: SVU and an episode of HBO’s critically acclaimed 
series "High Maintenance". In 2020, Margaret appeared in 
three films – she played a ruthless Hollywood movie studio 
exec in Faith Based, “Fairy Gay Mother 1” in Friendsgiving, 



starring Kat Dennings and Malin Akerman, and “Auntie Ling” in 
Netflix’s first major animated film, "Over the Moon," which 
Vulture called “one of the most gorgeous animated films ever 
made.” As if she wasn’t exercising that artistic muscle enough, 
she launched her own podcast, “The Margaret Cho,” where 
the first part is a chat with a celebrity friend you already know 
and the second part is with an up-and-coming artist you may 
not know yet.

Kimiko Glenn- Auntie Mei / Lulu (voice)
Kimiko Glenn is an American actress, singer and Broadway 
performer known for portraying Brook Soso in the Netflix series 
"Orange is the New Black," for which she received threee 
Screen Actors Guild Awards. She also originated the role of 
Dawn Pinket in the Broadway musical "Waitress" and has 
provided the voice for characters in "Voltron: Legendary 
Defender," "Ducktales," and "Spider-Man: Into the Spider-
Verse." She was also in "Nerve" "Like Father," Can You Keep 
a Secret?," Bojack Horseman," "The Guest Book," and 
"Catfish: The TV Show." (aaespeakers.com)

Robert G. Chiu - Chin (voice)
Robert G. Chiu is an actor, known for "Over the Moon" (2020), 
"Albert" (2016) and "Let It Go" (2015). (IMDB)



TRIVIA

• The story of the film is inspired by the Moon Goddess, Chang'e which has 
taken on many variations across time and cultures.

• Chang'e's costumes were created by fashion designer, Guo Pei.

• Traditional Chinese instruments were used throughout the film's songs.

• The musical style of Over the Moon is a unique blend of classic Broadway 
with a fresh K-Pop sound.

• Chang'e's choreography was created by Kyle Hanagami who has 
previously worked with stars such as Justin Bieber and Blackpink.

• Lunaria is a city made of beautiful shapes and colors. Everything in Lunaria 
is linked to Chang'e. She is the source of light and energy which is why 
everything including the creatures are illuminated from within.

• The designs of the winged lion lunarian creatures are based on Chinese 
stone lions that are thought to protect from harmful influences.

• Animators got to bond with the characters as they personally acted out 
scenes and poses to get a better feel for how they should look.
(yahoo.com)



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What was your favorite scene and why?

What was your favorite song? Why is it your favorite?

What did you learn about Chinese mythology?

What did Fei Fei learn during her journey?

What did Gobi teach Fei Fei?

What did Fei Fei learn from Chang'e?



ACTIVITIES

















Film Vocabulary
Actor/Actress A person who plays the role of a character in a movie. 
Action A term called out by the director to start filming. (“Action!”) 
Action Film A fast-paced adventure movie. 
Agent A person responsible for the business of an actor or artist. 
Animated Film A movie made by a series of picture 

drawings or computer graphics. 
Behind the Scenes The work done off-camera while making a film. 
Bird’s Eye View A camera shot from above as a bird would see flying over. 
Boom Microphone A microphone placed on an extendable rod. 
Boom Operator A member of the sound crew who works the boom microphone. 
Best Boy A person responsible for operation and equipment 

in the lighting or grip departments. 
Blockbuster A movie that is a major success. 
Camera A device for recording images. 
Camera Crew A group of workers that operate the cameras. 
Camera Angle The point of view from the camera. 
Cameo A small part played by a famous person as a guest appearance. 
Cast All the actors that are in a movie. 
Casting The process of choosing actors for a movie. 
Cinematographer The person in charge of the photography and camera work . 
Clapboard A small board that shows the information of the 

movie. It is “clapped” to start the take. 
Clip A brief segment from a movie. 
Close-up Shot A zoomed in shot that shows a person or item that fills the screen. 
Comedy A funny movie. 
Costume Designer A person who designs the costumes for a movie. 
Crane A large machine that lifts the camera high off the ground. 
Credits A list of all the people who helped make the movie. 
Critic A person who writes reviews of films. 
Cut A term used by the director to stop filming. (“Cut!”) 
Digital Camera 
Profile (DCP) 

A collection of digital files used to store and convey digital 
cinema (DC) audio, image, and data streams.

Director The leading artist on a movie set, in charge of making the film. 
Documentary Film A movie that shows real events and follows actual people. 
Dolly A wheeled support for the camera. 
Double An actor who stands in for another actor during special scenes. 
Drama A movie with an exciting, emotional, or unexpected storyline. 

Editing Choosing, arranging, and fixing clips to create a scene. 



The The processprocess  of makingof making  a a movie movie fromfrom  anan  initial ideainitial idea  
  editing.editing.  

AA  ccamera amera shot fromshot from  far away,far away,  usuallyusually  showingshowing  ththe e charactercharacter  
as as very smallvery small  inin  comparisoncomparison  toto  theirtheir  surroundings.surroundings.  

Someone Someone who who adaptsadapts  a a musicalmusical  compositioncomposition  forfor  
voicesvoices  and and instrumentsinstruments  toto  aa  movie.movie.  
AA  moviemovie  whewhere re singingsinging  andand  dancingdancing  isis  usedused  asas  a a mainmain  
formform  of of communication.communication.  

EditorEditor  A person in charge of editing.A person in charge of editing.  
ExtraExtra  AA  personperson  wwho ho appearsappears  inin  a a movimovie e usuusually aally as s partpart  ofof  aa  crowdcrowd  oror  

inin  the backgroundthe background  ofof  aa  scene.scene.  
Fast MotionFast Motion  AA  shot in ashot in a  movimovie e thatthat  appearsappears  to to movemove  muchmuch  fasterfaster  thanthan  

other shots.other shots.  

Film FestivalFilm Festival  An An event event where where multiple multiple filmfilms s are are viewed viewed and and often often prempremiere iere forfor  thethe  
firfirsst t time.time.  SSomeome  filmfilm  festivalsfestivals  hahaveve  aa  consistentconsistent  themetheme  
throughout each film.throughout each film.  

FilmmakingFilmmaking  
through through scriptwriting,scriptwriting,  shooting,shooting,  directing,directing,  andand

FlashbackFlashback  A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.  
Foreign FilmForeign Film  AA  moviemovie  produproducedced  outsideoutside  thethe  US.US.  
FrameFrame  One of the many still imagesOne of the many still images which com which compose the completepose the complete  

moving picturmoving picturee
GenreGenre  A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, etc.etc.  
Green ScreenGreen Screen  AA  greengreen  background background thathatt  actorsactors  areare  filmedfilmed  inin  front of that allowsfront of that allows  

computer graphicscomputer graphics  to to be be addedadded  laterlater  tto o changchange e thethe  background.background.  
Hair StylistHair Stylist  

A person responsible for maintaining acA person responsible for maintaining actors’ hairstyles during filming.tors’ hairstyles during filming.  

HighHigh-Angle -Angle ShotShot  A camera angle that lookA camera angle that looks down on a chars down on a character.acter.  
Independent FilmIndependent Film  A movie producA movie produced by a smaller studio.ed by a smaller studio.  
HorrorHorror  A scary movie.A scary movie.  
LightLightinging  ArArtifictificial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.ial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.  
LightLighting Crewing Crew  A group of technicA group of technicians who install and operate lighting.ians who install and operate lighting.  
LongLong-Sho-Shott  

LowLow-Ang-Anglele  ShotShot  A camera shot that looks up at a character.A camera shot that looks up at a character.  
MMakeake-up -up ArtistArtist  AA  personperson  inin  charge charge of actors’of actors’  makemake-up.-up.  
MovieMovie  A series of sA series of s rtill or moving images captured by a cametill or moving images captured by a camera.a. 
Music ArrangerMusic Arranger  

MusicalMusical  

PremierePremiere  

PropProp  Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.  
PyrotechnicianPyrotechnician  A member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosA member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosions.ions.  
ReelReel  AA  metalmetal  spoolspool  that holdsthat holds  film.film.  

.The first official showing of a movieThe first official showing of a movie.  

Producer A person responsible for the financial and managerial aspects of making 
of a movie.



Scene A series of shots used in a movie. 
Screenplay A script written to be produced as a movie. 

Sci-Fi A movie based on an imagined future, usually relating to scientific or 
technological advances. 

Script The written text of a play, movie, or broadcast. 
Sequel A movie that is a continuation of the story of a previous movie 
Setting The time and space in which a story takes place. 
Set Designer The person responsible for turning the idea of the movie’s 

environment into a set that can be used for filming. 
Slow Motion A shot in a movie that appears to move much slower than the rest 

of the shots. 
Sound Effects Audio added by the sound crew after filming. 

Soundtrack The collection of songs played throughout the movie. 

Spaghetti Western A western filmed in Italy, often with American leading actors. 

Special Effects An artificial effect used to create an illusion in a movie. 

Spoof A comedy movie that humorously mimics another movie/ 

Star A famous actor or actress. 

Steadicam A device that keeps a camera steady and makes the 
shot look smoother. 

Storyboard Pictures created to show the ideas of a scene or movie. 

Studio A company that produces films. 
Stunt A dangerous action performed in a movie. 

Stuntman A performer who fills in for actors during dangerous scenes. 

Take One version of a specific shot in a movie. 

Talkie An early term for a film with sound and recorded voices. 

Trailer A short preview for a movie. 

Trainer A person who works with animals to perform various behaviors in movie. 

Voice-Over Artist A person hired to do the voices for animated characters. 

Wacom Cintiq A device that allows a user to draw images on a tablet screen that are 
digitized into a computer, like electronic pen and paper. 



Western A movie about cowboys, usually set in western North America. 

Wrap A phrase used by the director when finished shooting. (“That’s a wrap!”) 

Writer A term for someone who creates written work for a film. 

Zoom Shot A shot that magnifies an object’s size. 
3-D Film A movie that uses technology to make it seem as though 

you are watching it with three dimensions. 



Visualizing Film Vocabulary 

Clay Sculptures Avars (Hinges) Colorscripts 

Script Voice Actors 
Lighting Technical 

Designer 

Stimulation Department 
Storyboards Virtual Camera 



Visualizing Film Vocabulary

Reel Script Low Angle Shot

Boom Microphone 
and Operator Dolly Wacom Cintiq 

Clapboard Steadicam Storyboard 

Camera Crew Director Film Festival 
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